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Abstract: There has been a great deal of interest in recent years in the use of service
oriented approach and relevant standards to implement business processes. Follow-
ing the concepts of workflow-based process management, the major focus has been on
service composition. Not surprisingly, this default composition approach suffers from
the limitations of centralized workflow management. It is well recognized that a de-
centralized execution setting where composed services can establish P2P interactions,
is central to a wide range of ubiquitous, mobile, large-scale and secure business pro-
cess management. A natural way to enable the decentralized execution is to implement
the relevant distributed cooperating processes of a centralized process on composed
services. In this way, composed services can establish P2P interactions following the
semantics of their processes. In this report, we present a generic approach that en-
ables decentralized executions with such cooperating processes. Precisely, we present
our method that derives the latter. We focus on the sophisticated control/data flow,
conversational aspects and especially Dead Path Elimination that run counter to naive
intuition, most of which, we explain using deeper analysis of the algorithms and data
structures that we employed.
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agement, Dead Path Elimination
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L’Élimination des Chemins Morts dans des Exécutions
Décentralisées des Procédés
Résumé : L’Élimination des Chemins Morts dans des Exécutions Décentralisées des
Procédés est une opération spćiale supportée par la plupart des outils de gestion de
procédé centralisés. Ce travail porte sur la définition, l’analyze et l’adaptation de la
même opération aux exécutions décentralisées des procédés.
Mots-clés : Workflow, Système d’Information Egal-à-Egal, Partitions des Programmes,
La Gestion des Procédés Métiers, L’élimination des Chemins Morts
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1 Introduction
Recent advances in service oriented computing and related standardization efforts have
made the realization of B2C and B2B applications not only inexpensively feasible but
also increasingly popular. The very recent efforts were spawned primarily from a need
to express service compositions unambiguously, and to make compositions amenable
to formal manipulations as analogous to classical workflow-based process management
and component-oriented computing [19]. WS-BPEL (previously BPEL4WS or BPEL for
short) [9] which is currently being standardized by OASIS [1] characterizes the cur-
rent state of art in this field. On the other hand, standard process specifications allow
modeled processes to be exchanged between different organizations/tools and executed
without major architectural constraints [6].
Typically, a service composition is based on a centralized execution model. This
means that composed services do not have direct interconnections with each other.
As the relevant research literature on process management confirms [7][5][24], there
are several different motivations to enable decentralized execution settings where com-
posed services can establish P2P interactions. We use the terms decentralized orches-
tration and decentralized workflow (process) management to describe this mode of
operation. Although the latter is not a new idea [2][20], previous propositions have
not found their widespread applicability in practical settings. Their slow acceptance is
often attributed to, among other things, their architectural assumptions on process par-
ticipants [12][16] such as additional software layers. These assumptions become more
unreasonable in the Web context as they are contradicting to the autonomy of services.
We believe that the secondary outcome of process specification standards, which
is the interchangeability issue of processes between organizations, can make decen-
tralized orchestrations inexpensive and reasonable to provide. Intuitively speaking, a
process modeled by an organization can be received and executed easily by another
one. From this point of view, if organizations execute relevant processes for the pur-
pose of an overall composition, they can establish P2P interconnections following the
semantics of the processes that they execute. At middleware level, this can be imple-
mented with services that are invokable with processes rather than simple input values.
The above motivations highlight the problems of arriving at a definition of an accurate
operation that derives such processes executed by composed services i.e. how a control
or data dependency of the centralized specification can be reestablished and preserved
in a decentralized orchestration?
In this report, we describe and exemplify such a method that enables the decen-
tralized orchestration. Our proposition does not attempt to discuss the feasibility of
the whole issues of a centralized orchestration in a decentralized one. We discuss the
paramount aspects such as Dead Path Elimination (DPE) and we propose correspond-
ing solutions that run counter to naive intuition. Our proposition relies on well-known
concepts of inter-organizational processes [17] and workflow literature [13].
INRIA
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The remainder of this report is organized as follows: Section 2 presents some pre-
liminary concepts. Section 3 presents a formal process specification model. Section 4
presents the core of our contribution. Section 5 reviews the very related works while
last section concludes.
2 Background
In this section, we review some general concepts of the workflow literature that are
relevant to our work and we overview our approach.
2.1 Dead Path Elimination
Dead Path Elimination (DPE) is a particular procedure that most centralized workflow
management systems support. Basically, it can be explained as follows: In some in-
stances of some process models, some control paths may not be executed due to differ-
ent transition conditions. If these control paths lead to a join activity, the latter may not
be executed as it will wait the termination of all incoming branches [13]. DPE consists
of the resolution of such blocking situations.
Example 1 (Simple Dead Path Elimination) Consider the process model depicted
in figure 1. The example consists of a claim handling process executed by an insur-
ance company. The first activity is the Inspection that consists of the examination of the
claim. According to the outcome of this activity, the claim is reimbursed or refused. If
the claim is reimbursed then the Bank Order activity is executed, otherwise this activity
is not executed. Prepare Report and Delivery Provisioning activities are executed in both
cases. The Prepare Report activity consists of the preparation of inspection results to be
archived by the insurance company. The Delivery Provisioning activity prepares a deliv-
ery service that will transfer the inspection result to claim’s owner. Delivery activity is
Inspection
Delivery
Provisioning
Bank Order
Prepare
Report
Delivery
Figure 1: Dead Path Elimination in Centralized Process Execution
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executed after the termination of all preceding activities. In this example, Delivery ac-
tivity is the join activity and the path that includes Bank Ordermay not be executed. For
an instance of the process, if the Bank Order activity is not executed, the corresponding
join condition from Bank Order to Delivery will never be evaluated. Consequently, this
instance will never terminate. DPE deals with this situation by evaluating all incoming
transition of Delivery activity.
DPE computes recursively transitive closures until join activities and treats all transi-
tion conditions. Thus, the incoming transitions of a join activity are always evaluated.
Interested are referred to [13] for the formal definition of DPE in centralized workflow
management. It is fair to say that DPE procedure is extensively studied in central-
ized workflow management [13][18]. However, it needs reconciliation in decentralized
workflow management.
2.2 Decentralized Orchestration
A Decentralized orchestration setting where composed services of a process can es-
tablish P2P interconnections can be enabled by several different manners. The most
intuitive solution that can enable the decentralization is to implement some additional
functionalities on composed services (e.g. [16][22]). Thus, in addition to their adver-
tised behavior, composed services can support necessary explicit coordination features
with each other. As we mentioned earlier, this solution can be efficient if composed ser-
vice support such assumed functionalities. However, it is not reasonable to make archi-
tectural assumptions in the Web context as the latter are contradicting to the autonomy
of services. Another way to enable decentralized orchestration is to compose services
that advertise interfaces that support sophisticated interaction with each other. In this
case, the challenge is to check the structural consistency of different service interfaces
(e.g. [21]). It should be noted that, this kind of decentralized orchestration assumes
the presence of services that can interact with each other. Our last consideration of de-
centralized orchestration, which is also the approach that we adopt in his report, is to
have a centralized specification that composes a number services and to derive corre-
sponding cooperative distributed processes of this centralized specification. Thus, each
composed service can execute a process that interacts with other services that execute
their corresponding processes. This approach assumes that services can receive and
execute relevant processes. In contrast to pre-SOA propositions, this assumption is rea-
sonable. Because, services advertise their capabilities that are already implemented by
sophisticated processes beyond their interfaces and consequently, they dispose process
execution environments. In addition to this assumption, XML based process specifi-
cations such as BPEL allow modeled or instantiated processes to be easily exchanged
between organizations (services). To get a better understanding of our decentraliza-
tion approach, let us consider the process depicted in figure 2. The process which is
INRIA
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Figure 2: Motivating example: Centralized process
conceived for centralized execution, includes control and data dependencies of process
activities. Activities consist of the invocations of different service operations. As we
consider conversation-based services, different operations of a service can be invoked
with the execution of different activities. Control edges characterize precedence rela-
tionships while data edges express input/output data relationships. For example, the
output of a10 is used as an input of a16. This dependence is expressed with the data
edge d5. This process can be executed by a centralized process execution engine (or-
chestrator, e.g. BPWS4J). In a centralized execution, services are isolated from each
other. They interact only with a single service that orchestrates them. At this point, it
may be of interest to provide a decentralized orchestration setting where services es-
tablish direct interconnections. For example, let’s take a3 and a5 activities that consist
of the respective invocations of services s3 and s5. In a decentralized execution s3 and
s5 can route their outcomes (d3 and d2) directly to s16 that is invoked with the execution
of a16. Similarly, in order to respect the control flow, s15 invoked with a15 can inform
s16 about the termination of the operation invoked by a15. The same P2P interactions
can be considered for all data and control edges. In order to enable such interactions,
our approach derives processes to be executed by orchestrated services. The latter are
called peer processes. Peer processes are derived from the centralized process specifi-
cation. The interactions of peer processes are the decentralized implementation of the
control and data dependencies of underlying services of the centralized specification.
With this approach, s3 and s5 execute respectively their peer processes denoted Ps3 and
Ps5 . They include activities that send d3 and d2 to s16 after executing respectively a3 and
RR n° 6131
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Figure 3: Motivating example: Decentralized process fragments
a5. s15 executes Ps15 and sends a control message to s16 that includes an information
about the termination of a15. s16 that executes Ps16 includes receiving activities that
collect the sent control messages and the data to use as the input of a16 and executes
a16. Thus, the semantics of centralized process are preserved with P2P interactions.
Figure 3 depicts the decentralized implementation of the above interactions. As we
mentioned earlier, the challenge of our work is to derive and deploy peer processes.
Decentralize orchestration must deal with some additional issues that are not ex-
tensively studied in the centralized workflow management. As we showed in the above
example, the first issue that is taken into account, is different data dependencies of
process activities. As centralized workflow management systems are empowered by
centralized databases that store and manage process data, the process model does in-
clude explicit data dependencies. Data dependencies of the process activities can exist
INRIA
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under different forms. The data dependencies of our modeling include only input and
output mappings between different activities. For example, we do not consider concur-
rent data access of parallel activities. The data dependencies exist along control paths.
This means that if there is a data dependency between two activities ai and aj , there is
also a control path from ai to aj .
2.3 Design Choices and Assumptions
Although we claim to provide a decentralized orchestration setting inexpensive to im-
plement, it is necessary to review some of our general assumptions.
• Asynchronous communication. The underlying communication among orches-
trated services is based on asynchronous communication that is the commonly
implemented interaction modality over the Web. In this modality, the writing into
a asynchronous communication channel is not blocking while the reading from a
channel is blocking if the expected data is not available yet. We assume that asyn-
chronous communication channels are perfect. i.e. messages sent along channels
are not lost.
• Structured processes. Decentralized processes are structured processes [11].
This means that different activities are structured through control elements such
as AND-split, AND-join, OR-split, OR-join and for each split element, there is a cor-
responding join element of the same type. Additionally, the split-join pairs are
properly nested. This is a reasonable assumption as it is possible to transform
arbitrary processes to their structured equivalent.
2.4 Global Soundess
Our method that derives peer processes is based on a well-known criterion that must be
considered for cooperating processes. In [17], Van Der Aalst has proposed a simple but
powerful correctness criterion (global soundness) for cooperating inter-organizational
processes. Basically, this criterion states that each process involved in an asynchronous
composition must terminate and upon termination, its asynchronous communication
channels must be empty. If all of the composed processes are known, the global sound-
ness can be automatically verified. If a global view of composed processes is not achiev-
able, the same criterion or similar ones that replace the latter can be verified with alter-
native approaches such as [21]. When we provide peer processes, we rely on the orig-
inal global soundness criterion. In contrast to all previous works in this field, our aim
is not to verify the global soundness of existing processes but provide peer processes
that will satisfy it. So, intuitively speaking our approach is feasible as the complete
centralized specification is known and its corresponding peer processes are produced
prior to execution.
RR n° 6131
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3 Formal process modeling
The operation that derives peer processes that satisfy the global soundness is fairly
sophisticated. The complexity of the former is directly related to the complexity of the
decentralized process specification that can include control and data edges and con-
versational activities in various combinations. This section presents a formal process
model that is necessary for a rigorous reasoning.
A process that subjects service composition can be considered as a graph-oriented
message passing program [19].
Definition 1 (Process) A process, P , is a tuple (A, Ec, Ed, C), where A is a set of
activities, Ec is the set of control edges with Ec ⊆ (A ∪ C) × (A ∪ C), Ed is a set of data
edges that interconnect process activities with Ed ⊆ (A × A) and C is a set of control
connectors that characterize different transition conditions of control edges.
A process activity a ∈ A consists of a one-way or bi-directional interaction with a pre-
cise service. So, each activity refers to its interacted service. The set of activities that
refer to the same service si is noted as Asi . A process has a unique start activity that
has no predecessors and has a unique final activity with no successors. A control edge
from an activity ai to another activity aj means that aj can not be executed until ai has
reached the completion state. A data edge exists between two activities if a data is
defined by an activity and referenced by another without interleaving the definition of
the same data. We limit our considerations with concurrent and selective concurrent
branchings that are described with AND-split, AND-join, OR-split and OR-join patterns.
In order to express control paths of process activities, we use a precedence relationship
denoted <. It is a partial order defined over A×A that characterizes the existence of
a control path between two activities. As a first step to reason with the complexity of
the decentralization operation, we need to formally define different dependency types
that can exist with regard to the expected interactions of underlying services and their
peer processes. The model we use for this purpose, extends traditional < to the no-
tions of strong/weak forward and backward orders. In the following notations, ÔR is
used to denote a process fragment that begins with an OR-split and terminates with its
corresponding OR-join. For any control connector cc, ĉc denotes its corresponding split
or join connector. Similarly, for an activity ai that precedes a split point, âi denotes an
activity that succeeds its corresponding join point and vice-a-versa.
Definition 2 (Strong/Weak Forward and Backward Orders) Let ai and aj denote two ac-
tivities. There are four possible order relations between them:
• Strong forward order (<s): The order of ai and aj is a strong forward order (de-
noted ai<saj) if the following hold: ai<aj , @cc ∈ {OR-split} s.t. (ai<cc) ∧ (cc<aj) ∧
(aj<ĉc)
INRIA
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• Weak forward order (<w): The order of ai and aj is a weak forward order (denoted
ai<waj) if the following hold: ai<aj , ∃cc ∈ {OR-split} s.t. (ai<cc) ∧ (cc<aj) ∧
(aj<ĉc)
• Strong backward order (>s): The order of ai and aj is a strong backward order
(denoted ai>saj) if the following hold: ai<aj , @cc ∈ {OR-join} s.t. (ai<cc) ∧ (ĉc<ai)
∧ (cc<aj)
• Weak backward order (>w): The order of ai and aj is a weak backward order
(denoted ai>waj) if the following hold: ai<aj , ∃cc ∈ {OR-join} s.t. (ai<cc) ∧(
ĉc<ai) ∧(cc<aj)
The above relationships formalize control dependencies of activities that are not
directly connected by control edges with their possible pairwise completion states. For
example, the weak forward order a0<wa4 means that a4 may not be executed after a0.
The weak backward order of a5>wa16 means that at the moment a16 is executed, a5
might not have been executed because of the selective path that it is on. Contrary,
a10<sa16 and a10>sa16 mean that the execution of a16 always follows the execution a10
and vice-a-versa if a16 is executed, a10 must have been executed previously.
As second step, we project the weak/strong dependencies on data edges that inter-
connect activities along the control paths. A data edge that interconnects two activi-
ties, has two properties out of four that are strong source/strong target (dss,st), strong
source/weak target (dss,wt), weak source/strong target (dws,st) and weak source/weak
target (dws,wt). Formally, the property of a data edge is defined as below.
Definition 3 (Data edge property) Let d ∈ Ed with ai = source(d) and aj = target(d).
d =



dss,st ⇔ (ai <s aj) ∧ (ai >s aj)
dss,wt ⇔ (ai <w aj) ∧ (ai >s aj)
dws,st ⇔ (ai <s aj) ∧ (ai >w aj)
dws,wt ⇔ (ai <w aj) ∧ (ai >w aj)
The semantics of these properties can be explained as follows: Let’s take dws,st2 with
source(d2)=a5 and target(d2)=a16. This means that if a5 is executed, its output is used as
one of the inputs of a16. Otherwise, the relevant input of a16 is not initialized. Similarly,
for dss,wt1 , if a4 is executed, its input is initialized with the output of a0. Otherwise, the
output of a0 is not used. The last step of our formal consideration is the generalization
of the incoming and outgoing dependencies of an activity. We associate two sets to each
activity in order to gather the source of incoming and the target of outgoing edges.
Definition 4 (Preset) The preset of an activity a is denoted •a. •a= {(aj , e) ∈A×(Ec∪Ed)
s.t. source(e) = aj ∧ target(e) = ai}.
RR n° 6131
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The preset activities of an activity ai consists of activities that have outgoing con-
trol/data edges that have ai as the target. When activities are gathered in presets
and postsets, we denote them as tuples with the relevant data or control edge. For
example, •a16={(a3, d
ws,st
3 ), (a5, d
ws,st
2 ), (a10, d
ss,st
5 ), (a11, d
ss,st
4 ), (a15, c)}. Note that we
consider control edge pairs that include control connectors as single control edges that
interconnect the activities that precede and succeed the connectors.
Definition 5 (Postset) The postset of an activity a is denoted a•. a• = {(aj , e) ∈
A×(Ec∪Ed) s.t. source(e) = ai ∧ target(e) = aj}
The postset activities of an activity ai consist of activities that have incoming con-
trol/data dependencies that have ai as source. For example, a11•={(a16, d
ss,st
4 ), (a12, c)}.
For notational purposes, we use the activity identities to identify preset and postset el-
ements. For example, for (a16, d
ss,st
4 )∈a11•, we denote a16∈a11•. The elements of preset
and postset are gathered into subsets with respect to the properties of their edges.
•ai,ws , •ai,ss, •ai,wt, •ai,st, ai,c⊂•ai denote respectively the elements of •ai that consist
of data edges with weak/strong sources, weak/strong targets and control dependent
activities. For example, •a16,ss={(a10, d
ss,st
5 ), (a11, d
ss,st
4 )} and •a16,c={(a15, c)}. For
postset elements, they can be noted such as a11,c•={(a12, c)} and a11,ws•=∅.
4 Decentralized Orchestration
4.1 Principles of Decentralized Orchestration
Peer processes can be derived by employing various data structures and algorithms.
Our method associates the activities of the centralized specification to the peer pro-
cesses of the services that they refer to. So, the elements of Asi are included in the
peer process Psi that is executed by si. In order to preserve the semantics of the cen-
tralized specification with P2P interactions, the activities dispatched in different peer
processes must be wired. Figure 4 depicts a simple wiring example of two control
dependent activities across their corresponding peer processes. a1 and a2 consist of
the respective invocation of s1 and s2. In a decentralized orchestration, a1 and a2 are
included respectively in Ps1 and Ps2 that s1 and s2 execute. When Ps1 executes a1, it
must inform Ps2 about the termination of a1. Thus, Ps2 can execute a2. Consequently,
the control dependency of the centralized specification is preserved in a decentralized
implementation. In Ps1 , the message that must be sent to s2 is denoted a1(t) while the
activity that sends this message is denoted aw1→2(a1(t)) (superscript is used for writing).
In fact, a1(t) characterizes the completion state of a1 with a "true" message. The sent
message is received with the execution of activity ar1→2(a1(t)) in Ps2 (superscript is used
for reading). This intuitive peer process deriving approach works just fine for stateless
and simple control interactions. However, the complexity of peer process structuring
INRIA
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Figure 4: Wiring example
inevitably arises in more sophisticated processes. For example, let’s suppose that a1
and a2 are interconnected by a data edge dk and a1>wa2 (cf. figure 5). In Ps1 , a1 may
not be executed. In this case, ar1→2(dk) blocks Ps2 as it will never read a data sent by
Ps1 . In order to prevent these kinds of blockage, a
r
1→2(dk) activity must be skipped in
Ps2 if it is sure that the expected data will not be received. Similarly, if two activities
a1:s1
a2:s2
dk
Figure 5: Data dependency along a weak control path
a1 and a2 are interconnected by a data edge dk and a1<wa2, the output data of a1 may
not be used as the input of a2 if the control path that includes a2 is not executed (cf.
figure 6). When Ps1 that executes a1 sends dk to Ps2 that executes a2, dk may not be
consumed and may remain in the communication channel. Consequently, Ps1 cannot
RR n° 6131
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terminate properly as it disposes an unconsumed data in its communication channel.
So, the structuring of peer processes must deal with the particular consequences of dif-
ferent control/data dependencies that can violate the global soundness. More generally,
when a data edge with dws,wt or dss,wt properties is wired across two peer processes,
the sent data may not be consumed if the receiving peer process does not execute the
target activity.
a1:s1
a2:s2
dk
Figure 6: Data dependency along a weak control path
4.2 Wiring Activities Across Peer Processes and DPE
In order to deal with the above situations that can violate the global soundness, we pro-
pose a peer process structuring mechanism that propagates the states of activities that
are not executed to relevant peer processes to allow to skip activities that can block
them. To formalize interactions of peer processes, we make the following considera-
tions: For each activity that precedes an OR-split point, some of outgoing branches can
evaluate to "false". At this point, the DPE procedure is started to allow the activation
of the activity that follows the corresponding OR-join. Thus, false transition values are
propagated along the paths that are not executed. However, DPE does not influence
activities that have incoming data edges with their sources on paths taken by DPE. We
propose to extend the DPE mechanism toward such activities. Consequently, they can
be informed about the state of activities that are at the source of data edges. The ac-
tivities that ensure the wiring of process activities across different peer processes and
their content are noted as follows: The "true" and "false" values corresponding to the
state of an activity ai are denoted respectively ai(t) and ai(f). As we mentioned above,
an activity that sends (resp. receives) a process data or an activity state to (resp. from)
another peer process is characterized with the corresponding identities of source and
target activities such as ai→j that come before (resp. after) their execution. Receiving
activities have r as superscript while sending activities have w. The information carried
by the latter is denoted such as awi→j(ai(t)) , a
r
i→j(ai(t)), a
w
i→j(az(t)), or simply a
w
i→j(di)
if it carries a process data di.
INRIA
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Example 2 (Dead path elimination and data dependencies) Figure 7 depicts the
motivating example. Activity a0 precedes an OR-split point that DPE procedure can
be triggered for outgoing paths. If the path that goes through a1 evaluates to false, the
activities between a0 and a10 are not executed as this path is dead. This means that
the output of a5 is not used as one of the inputs of a10. As these activities are executed
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a0
a17
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a1 a9
a5
a8a7
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Figure 7: DPE example
within different peer processes, they must be wired together to implement underlying
dependencies. The peer process that executes a16, must execute an activity which re-
ceives d2 from the peer process that is expected to execute a5. However, if a5 is not
executed, the receiving activity of a16 blocks as it never reads any data. Naturally, the
peer process of a16 must be informed about the state of a5 whether it is executed or not.
The question is which peer process informs the peer process of a16.
The peer process that executes a0 can evaluate the path that goes across a1 to
"false". At this point, the peer processes that expects the output of a5 can be informed.
Moreover, the peer processes including other activities that are on this dead path, must
be informed in order to let their peer processes to skip these activities. As the peer
process of a0 evaluates this path, it can inform all of the concerned activities. In figure 7,
the red arrows express these dependencies. However, if the transition condition of a0
and a1 evaluates to "true", the peer process of a0 informs only the peer process of
a1 about the evaluation of the transition dependency. Thus, a1 is executed in its peer
process.
Example 3 (Wiring Activities Across Peer Processes and DPE) Figure 8 shows the
same example with the transitions of (a0 and a2) and (a0 and a3) that evaluate to "false".
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As one of the inputs of a16 is initiated by a3, the peer process of a16 must be informed
about the state of a3 which is on a dead path.
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Figure 8: DPE example
As the peer process that evaluates transition condition sends relevant messages to the
peer processes that must be informed about dead paths, these peer processes must
include activities that execute collect the message that can be sent by other peer pro-
cesses. If we consider that the centralized specification can include nested OR-split
and OR-join points, the DPE can be started by different peer processes that execute the
activities that precede OR-split points. Consequently, the peer processes that receive
DPE information must include relevant activities that can receive these message from
different peer processes.
Example 4 (Wiring Activities Across Peer Processes and DPE) Figure 9 depicts the
same motivating example. One of the inputs of a16 is initiated with the output of a5. Ac-
tivity a5 is preceded by two OR-split points. Thus, DPE that takes a5 can be triggered by
two different peer processes that execute a0 or a1. Consequently, the peer process that
executes a16 can be informed these peer processes. The green arrow characterize these
dependencies. It should be noted that the receiving activities are exclusively structured
as DPE is triggered once.
Not surprisingly, the challenge of DPE elimination in decentralized process executions
consists of structuring peer processes in a such way that they deal with the correct
exchange of messages with each other. In order to do so, we examine peer process
INRIA
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Figure 9: DPE example
deriving and structuring within two subsections. The first consists of structuring activi-
ties that send messages to other processes. The second consists of structuring activities
that collect messages sent by other processes. The structuring mechanism computes
each activity ai of the centralized specification and derives relevant process fragments
that must be executed before and after ai. The latter are denoted •̃ai and ãi•.
4.3 Wiring with Postset Elements
Here, we describe how a peer process behaves after the execution of one of its activities
to wire it with its dependent activities. The structure ãi• describes a process fragment
that the peer process executes following the execution of its activity ai. ai can be an
activity that precedes a OR-split point or not. If so, it is the starting point of DPE. In
our approach to decentralized orchestration, DPE is achieved with P2P interactions.
The peer process that executes ai informs directly the corresponding peer processes of
activities that are on the paths taken by DPE. In the same time, the status of activities
that are on the paths taken by DPE are propagated to peer processes that expect their
outcome. If ai is not an OR-split activity and its outgoing control edges evaluates to
true, its peer process sends "true" control messages to the peer processes of the control
dependent postset activities.
Algorithm 1 defines the part of the structuring operation of ãi•. In the notations, ⊕,
||, + denote respectively exclusive, concurrent and sequential append operations to a
process fragment.
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Algorithm 1 Wiring with postset activities
Require: ai, Centralized Process
Ensure: fai•
1: for all aj∈ai,c• do
2: for all an ∈ A− {bai} s.t. (an < bai) ∧ (aj < an) do
3: for all ak ∈ •an,c do
4:
˜
aOR/falsej
||
← awi→n(ak(f))
5: end for
6: ãOR/falsej
||
←
˜
aOR/falsej
7: empty(
˜
aOR/falsej )
8: end for
9: for all an ∈ A s.t. ∃ak ∈ •an,ws, aj < ak ∧ ak < bai do
10: for all ak ∈ •an,ws s.t. (aj < ak) ∧ (ak < bai) do
11: ãOR/falsej
||
← awi→n(ak(f))
12: end for
13: end for
14: for all an ∈ A s.t. ∃ak ∈ •an,ws, @cc ∈ {OR-split}, (aj < ak) ∧ (ak < bai) ∧ (cc < ak) ∧ (ai <
cc) ∧ (ak < bcc) do
15: ãOR/truej
||
← awi→n(ak(t))
16: end for
17: fai•
||
← (awi→j(ai(f)) + ã
OR/false
j )⊕ (a
w
i→j(ai(t)) + ã
OR/true
j )
18: end for
19: for all aj ∈ ai,st • ∪ai,wt• do
20: fai•
||
← awi→j(d = aj .edge)
21: end for
22: fai•
+
← Fai
Example 5 (Notation example) For example, when âi
||
← •̂an ⊕ am is denoted, an and
am are exclusively structured and added concurrently to âi with existing ones. Figure 10
depicts this notation.
The algorithm operates on each activity of the centralized specification. It should be
noted that ãi• is executed following the execution of ai. If ai is skipped, because it
is on a path taken by DPE, the activities of ãi• are skipped in the same peer process.
Informally, the algorithm can be described as follows: For each control dependent ac-
tivity aj that follows ai, two fragments that correspond to "true" and "false" transition
conditions of aj are derived. These are characterized as ã
OR/false
j (line 2-8, and line 9-13)
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ai
am
an
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Figure 10: Structuring of preset activities: Notation example
and ãOR/truej (line 14-16). ã
OR/false
j include activities that send "false" messages to peer
processes that execute activities that are on the paths taken by DPE (line 4). Moreover,
activities that send "false" messages to peer processes that have incoming data edges
from the activities of DPE are included in ãOR/falsej (line 11). ã
OR/true
j includes activities
that send "true" messages to peer processes that have incoming data edges from the
activities that are not taken by DPE (line 15). Note that, we take nested OR-split/OR-
join fragments into account. These two fragments are structured sequentially after the
corresponding "true" and "false" control messages that can be sent to aj . The latter
are exclusively structured (line 17). The last step of ãi• is sending the outputs of ai
to peer processes that expect them (line 20). An unique activity Fai characterizes an
empty activity added at the end of ãi•. It is wired with the empty start activities of
other activities a∈Asi that follow ai with respect to their partial order. This operation
is detailed in the next subsection.
Example 6 (Wiring with postset activities) Let’s suppose that activities a0 and a11
depicted in figure 11 consist of the invocations of different service s1’s operations.
In Ps1 , after the execution of a0, one of the paths that go to a1 and a2 can evalu-
ate to "false". In Ps1 , a0 is followed by two concurrent branches that are followed
by two exclusive branches that correspond "false" and "true" control messages to be
sent to peer processes that include a1 and a2. We can denote ã0• = [(aw0→1(a0(t))
+ 1) ⊕ (aw0→1(a0(f)) + 2)] || [(a
w
0→2(a0(t)) + 3) ⊕ (a
w
0→2(a0(f)) + 4)]+a
w
0→4(d1)+
Fa0.
The activities that send control messages to the peer processes that execute the ele-
ments of a0,c• are followed either by activities that fulfill DPE or inform peer processes
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about the status of activities that are not on the paths taken by DPE. Thus, 1 = ∅,
2 = [aw0→4(a1(f))||a
w
0→5(a4(f))|| a
w
0→7(a1(f))||a
w
0→9(a5(f)) ||a
w
0→9(a8(f))] + [a
w
0→16(a5(f))],
3 = [aw0→10(a2(t))], 4 = [a
w
0→6(a2(f)) || a
w
0→3(a2(f)) || a
w
0→10(a3(f)) || a
w
0→10(a6(f))] +
[aw0→10(a2(f)) || a
w
0→16(a3(f))]. The activity
Fa0 is connected to Sa11. a11 is the last el-
ement in Ps1 . If there were other ai ∈ As1 that a0<ai and ai||a11,
Fa0 would be inter-
connected to their Sai. For a11, ã11• can be denoted as follows: ã11• = aw11→12(a11(t)) +
aw11→16(d4) +
Fa11.
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Figure 11: Wiring with postset activities
Example 7 (Structuring peer process ) Figure 12 depicts the messages that the peer
processes that executes a0 (Ps1), must send the peer processes that execute the target
activities pointed by red arrows if the transition of a0 and a1 evaluates to "false".
In contrast to the above example, figure 13 depicts the example if the transition
condition of a0 and a2 evaluates to "false". The peer processes that execute a10 and a16
receive messages as they have incoming data edges coming from the activities that are
on the paths taken by DPE.
4.4 Wiring with Preset Elements
Wiring with preset activities consists of identifying the behavior of a peer process be-
fore executing or skipping an activity ai. The structure •̃ai describes the corresponding
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Figure 13: Transition of a0 and a2 that evaluates to "false"
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process fragment to an activity ai. First, before executing an activity ai, its peer pro-
cess must collect the control messages that correspond to the termination of control
dependent preset activities of ai. It must be noted that control messages about the ter-
mination of control dependent preset activities are always received. According to the
content of the latter, ai can be executed or skipped. If ai is executed (because all of the
received messages contain "true" values or one of them contain "true" for ai that is a
OR-join activity), the input values of ai must be initialized with the outcome of executed
preset activities. At this point, the peer process that intends to execute ai, must execute
the activities that collect the sent data. In order to do so, it must test the state of source
activities. If the source of activities are executed, the activities that collect the relevant
data can be executed. Algorithm 2 resumes the operations that structure the elements
of •̃ai. Sai is an empty activity placed at the beginning of •̃ai to connect the latter with
previous elements of the same peer process. The algorithm can be explained as follows:
If ai is on paths that can be taken by DPE, the peer processes that execute activities
that precede OR-split points can send the messages that contain "false" message for all
elements of •ai,c (line 2-8). If the immediate precedent activity is executed, the "true"
message is received only from the peer process that executes it (line 6). The activities
that collect status of control dependent preset activities are structured exclusively as
there is a single peer process that can send the corresponding message (line 4 and
line 6). According to the content of control messages, ai can be executed or skipped.
a+i and a
−
i characterize the beginnings of two exclusive branches that respectively exe-
cute or skip ai (line 19). a
+
i is followed with the execution of fragment ã
+
i . ã
+
i includes
activities that collect "false" or "true" messages that can come from the peer processes
that can start DPE that the activities of •ai,ws are on (line 9-18). The activities that
collect "true" messages are followed by activities that read the sent data (line 14). The
last step of •̃ai is the collection of data that are sent by peer processes that execute
the elements of •ai,ss (line 20-22). It should be noted that the latter do not require the
execution of activities that test the status of source activities. a−i that corresponds to
the start of the exclusive branch that is executed if ai is taken by DPE, is interconnected
to Fai. Consequently, this operation enables the following activities of the same process
with respect to their partial order.
Example 8 (Wiring with Preset Activities) Let’s suppose that a4 and a16 depicted in
figure 14 consist of the invocations of different s2’s operations. In Ps2 , a4 is preceded
by two OR-split points which means that its path can evaluate to "false" at these two
different points. Consequently, the peer processes that execute a0 or a1 can send "false"
control message for the control dependent preset activities of a4. If the path of a4 is
not taken by DPE, the peer process of a1 sends "true" control message to Ps2 . After
the reception of control messages, a4 can be executed or skipped. If it is executed, its
inputs must be collected from peer processes that execute source activities. Thus, a+4 is
followed with the execution of an activity that receives the data sent by the peer process
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Algorithm 2 Wiring with preset activities
Require: ai, Centralized Process
Ensure: f•ai
1: f•ai
+
←
S
ai
2: for all aj∈•ai,c do
3: for all ak ∈ A s.t. ∃cc ∈ {OR-split}, c ∈ Ec, c = (ak, cc) ∧ ai < bcc} do
4: •̃aORi
⊕
← ark→i(aj(f))
5: end for
6: f•ai
||
← arj→i(aj(t))⊕ •̃a
OR
i
7: empty(•̃aORi )
8: end for
9: for all aj ∈ •ai,ws do
10: for all am ∈ A s.t. ∃cc ∈ {OR-split}, c ∈ Ec, c = (am, cc) ∧ (cc < aj) ∧ (aj < bcc)} do
11: gaORj
⊕
← arm→i(aj(f))
12: end for
13: for all an ∈ A s.t. ∃cc, @cc
′ ∈ {OR-split}, c ∈ Ec, c = (an, cc) ∧ (cc < aj) ∧ (aj < bcc) ∧ (cc <
cc′) ∧ (cc′ < aj)} do
14: gaORj
+
←gaORj ⊕ (a
r
n→i(aj(t)) + a
r
j→i(d = aj .edge))
15: end for
16: fa+i
||
← •̃aORj
17: empty(•̃aORj )
18: end for
19: f•ai
+
← (a+i +
fa+i )⊕ (a
−
i )
20: for all aj ∈ •ai,ss do
21: f•ai
||
← arj→i(d = aj .edge)
22: end for
that executes a0. As •a4,ws is empty, there is no need to test the source of incoming
edges. We can denote •̃a4 = Sa4 + [ar0→4(a1(f)) ⊕ a
r
1→4(a1(f)) ⊕ a
r
1→4(a1(t))] + [(a
+
4 +
ar04(d1)) ⊕ a
−
4 ]. The activity a
−
4 is interconnected to
Sa16. For a16, there are four preset
activities (a3, a5, a10, a11) that provide inputs to a16. Two of them may not be executed
(a3, a5). Consequently, the "false" status of these activities can be sent to Ps2 by the peer
processes that can start DPE. The "true" status message can be sent only by the peer
process that executes the first OR-split point that precedes the source activity of data
dependence. Activities a10 and a11 are strong source activities. Consequently, there
is no necessity to test their status. The activities that collect d4 and d5 are executed
before executing a16. We can denote •̃a16 as follows •̃a16 = Sa16 + ar15→16(a15(t)) +
[(ar0→16(a3(f))⊕a
r
2→16(a3(f))⊕(a
r
2→16(a3(t))+a
r
3→16(d3)))||(a
r
0→16(a5(f))⊕a
r
1→16(a5(f))⊕
(ar1→16(a5(t)) + a
r
5→16(d2)))] + [a
r
10→16(d5)||a
r
11→16(d4)].
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In figure 14, the green arrows depict the control messages that can be received by
the peer process that executes a4 (Ps2) if it is on a path taken by DPE. If the DPE is
started by the peer process of a0, the former can send a control message to Ps2 to allow
it to skip a4. Similarly, the peer process that executes a1 can evaluate the path of a4
to "false", then the peer process of a4 must receive a control message from the peer
process of a1 and skip a4. If the path of a4 is not taken by DPE, the peer process must
wait for a control message to execute a4. This message can be only sent by the peer
process of a1 as it is the control dependent activity that precede a4 in the centralized
specification.
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Figure 14: The messages that must be received for a4 if it is on a path taken by DPE
Again, it should be noted that the activities that collect the messages sent by other peer
processes are structured in a way that they do not subject blocking reads. For example,
if an activity subject DPE that can be triggered by n different peer processes, the control
messages that allow its process to skip this activity, are exclusively structured as there
is only one peer process that can send the "false" control messages.
Example 9 (Wiring with preset activities) In figure 15, the green arrows depict the
control messages that must collected by the peer processes of a16 if the source of its
incoming data edge d3 is taken by DPE. If the transition condition of a0 and a2 evaluates
to "false" then the path from a0 to a10 is dead. Consequently, the peer process of a16
must be informed about the state of a3 that will not be executed. Similarly, if the
transition of a0 and a2 evaluates to "true", then the path that includes a6 can be dead
because of the transition of a2 and a6 that can evaluate to "false". Consequently, the
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peer process of a2 must inform the peer process of a16 about the state of a3. Thus, the
peer process of a16 can skip the activity that collects d3.
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Figure 15: The messges that must be received for a16 if the source of incoming data
dependencies are on paths taken by DPE
4.5 Structuring peer processes
If the centralized specification subjects the composition of conversational services, the
relevant peer processes of that specification must deal with their partial order or ex-
clusivity. The algorithms that we have presented in the previous sections deal with this
issue. In this section, we give some concrete examples.
Example 10 (Structuring) Let’s suppose that the activities a0 and a11 of figure 11
consist of the invocations of different operation of the same service. Consequently, they
are included in the same peer process that that service will execute. With previous
algorithms, the relevant process fragments can be derived. They are denoted •̃a0, •̃a11,
ã11• and ã0•. Each derived fragment begins with an empty activity Sai that precedes
•̃ai and ends with an empty activity Fai that succeeds ãi•. When the peer process
structured, the partial order of activities are taken into account. In the centralized
specification, a0 precedes a11. Consequently, when the process is executed with peer
processes, the same order must be preserved. In order to do so, Fa0 is placed before
Sa11 in the peer process. Consequently, the activities that collect messages relevant to
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the activity a11 can be executed after the termination of the activities that send wiring
information of a0. Figure 16 depicts the structuring of a0 and a11 within their peer
process.
a11a0
F
a0
S
a11
F
a11
S
a0
Figure 16: Structuring activities within their peer processes
Let’s suppose that a0, a11 and additionally a13 must be structured within the same
peer process. In order to respect their partial order, Sa11 and Sa13 must succeed Fa0.
However, Sa11 and Sa13 must be concurrent as a11 and a13 are concurrent in the central-
ized specification.
In the above example, all of the activities of the peer process are executed as they are
not paths that can be taken by dead paths. However, if structured activities are on
paths that can be taken by DPE, their peer processes can be able to skip them. The
following example describes a peer process where there are two activities that are on
the paths that can be taken by DPE.
Example 11 (Structuring peer process) Let’s suppose the activities a0, a6 and a12 of
figure 11 consist of the invocations of different operations that belong to a same service.
Activity a6 is on a path that can be taken by DPE. Consequently, the peer process must
skip it if the former is not executed. The peer process of figure 17 depicts the structure
of relevant process fragments of a0, a6 and a12.
4.6 On proper termination
he structuring mechanism that wires peer processes with each other prevents blocking
reads. However, it does not guarantee the proper termination of peer processes that
have unconsumed data in their asynchronous communication channels. In order to
ensure the proper termination, we employ an explicit mechanism that sends termination
messages to all peer processes after the termination of the final activity. In order to
do so, the peer process that executes the final activity of the centralized specification
sends a termination message to all peer processes to terminate current peer process
instances that belongs to the same composition. Consequently, the peer processes that
must terminate include a corresponding receiving activity that is concurrently placed
before their final activity. Thus, whenever a termination message is received from the
peer process that executes the final activity, they can remove their unconsumed data
and terminate correctly.
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Figure 17: Structuring activities within their peer processes
5 Related work
Considerable amount of work toward decentralized process executions has been done
in the context of decentralized workflow management [2][12][16][5][20]. Our approach
differs from these propositions mainly because of its focus on the decentralized process
and because our approach does not assume the presence of sophisticated software
layers on orchestrated services.
Our very related work can, in some sense, be considered as process partitioning.
Recently, a number of partitioning methods have been proposed for enabling decentral-
ized execution settings. However, they are in their infancy. Baresi et al. [4] and Sadiq
et al. [15] consider the decentralization operation from the point of view of control flow.
Although, in [10] Khalaf and Leymann have addressed the partitioning that compute
data edges, they do not present the concrete specification of such an operation. More-
over, their partitioning does not aim to establish P2P interconnections. In [14], Nanda
et al. propose a partitioning mechanism for centralized BPEL specifications. However,
the authors do not detail how they deal with DPE and conversational aspects. They
aim to optimize the interactions of distributed processes without considering their P2P
interactions. [3] presents a run-time partitioning mechanism that aims to exchange the
process between its participants for P2P interconnections. However, the authors as-
sume the presence of a partitioning mechanism implemented by process participants.
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Our contribution stands between Orchestration and Choreography initiatives that
govern the implementation of service oriented processes. In contrast to orchestration,
choreography (championed by WS-CDL[8] which is used in conjunction with BPEL) de-
scribes the public messages exchanges and interaction rules that occur between mul-
tiple service endpoints. Choreography is more P2P in nature than orchestration. The
most common use of WS-CDL is the derivation of distributed BPEL stubs from a glob-
ally agreed WS-CDL description. However, the agreement of a common choreography
and the derivation of BPEL stubs are not implicitly defined. Our approach considers
a centralized specification that does not require a global agreement between services
and naturally, it enforces the global semantics on local implementations [26]. To sum
up, we take advantage of the process standardization efforts in another context.
6 Discussion
In this report, we have presented an approach that enables decentralized service or-
chestrations where services can establish P2P interconnections. Our approach deals
with decentralization by returning to the need to derive distributed and cooperating
peer processes of a centralized specification. We have described a set of formal con-
cepts and algorithms that compute a centralized specification to derive its correspond-
ing peer processes. We focused on sophisticated control/data dependencies and conver-
sational aspects of decentralization that need reconciliation but have not been exten-
sively studied in the relevant literature. Perhaps the most interesting aspect of our work
is to benefit from the interchangeability issue of processes that process standardization
efforts have brought forward. This in turn strongly argues that the services are capable
of receiving and executing peer processes. Although our approach demonstrates how
a process can be decentralized, there are many criteria that govern decentralization
operation [24][25][23]. We are currently exploring ways to integrate these criteria to
our existing contributions. Considerable work of optimization remains on the issues
presented in this paper. We intent to implement a more appropriate interaction mecha-
nism that reduces the interactions of peer processes as much as possible while it keeps
P2P nature.
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